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I. Vocabulary: Choose the word that fits best in the sentence.
1. It is __________ for an elephant to fly.
A) important

B) impossible

C) improve

D) impotent

2. The __________ of a gesture may differ from one culture to another.
A) muscles

B) meaning

C) balance

D) express

3. This shirt is __________ what I was looking for – it is just perfect.
A) exactly

B) wanted

C) convenient

D) productively

4. The book you ordered is out of stock now. It will be __________ next week.
A) sold

B) offering

C) available

D) expensive

5. A temperature __________ of 22 to 28ºC is typical here in this season.
A) color

B) range

C) meter

D) ticket

6. He fell from a tree and broke his __________.
A) arm

B) fruit

C) headache

D) outlet

7. The kids were excited when they saw the __________ flying overhead.
A) air

B) aircraft

C) airbag

D) bank

8. How long will speech __________ ? It is so boring.
A) last

B) talk

C) keep

D) late

9. The flight schedule was disrupted due to fog and poor __________.
A) vision

B) visit

C) variety

D) visibility
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10. To everybody’s __________, the team lost the game by just one point.
A) prediction

B) appointment

C) supplement

D) disappointment

11. The campers should be __________ for the wildlife in the nature.
A) cautious

B) attention

C) careless

D) expected

12. Many tourists are excited about visiting Mount Ali for the __________ sunrise.
A) regular

B) spectacular

C) invisible

D) routine

13. The problem seems to be extremely __________, so more time will be needed.
A) easy

B) complicated

C) special

D) simple

14. Peter has always been __________ of staying home alone.
A) afraid

B) charge

C) surprised

D) happy

15. You have to take good care of your __________ to avoid infection.
A) hurt

B) pain

C) injury

D) wound

II. Grammar: Choose the correct form for each sentence.
16. Although Mary is not as fast __________ her friend, she tries her best.
A) as

B) like

C) so

D) than

17. The books cost him five hundred dollars __________.
A) just

B) about

C) or so

D) at all

18. __________ it is almost noon now, why don’t you join us for lunch?
A) So

B) If

C) When

D) Since

19. __________ you finish your project, we may have a celebration.
A) Once

B) Until

C) Before

D) Although

20. The police went to check the room __________ the fire had started.
A) which

B) in which

C) how
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D) when
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21. Enormous __________ the task might seem, they started to rebuild their home.
A) so

B) that

C) like

D) as

22. Founded in 1950, the building bears witness __________ this city’s great age.
A) for

B) to

C) as

D) by

23. The restaurant is just opposite __________ the library we usually go to.
A) in

B) on

C) at

D) to

24. I am currently reading a __________ book about Buddhist history.
A) fascinate

B) fascinating

C) fascinated

D) fascinates

25. When she talked about winning first prize in that contest, she looked ________.
A) pride

B) proud

C) proudly

D) priding

26. I could feel the house __________ when the earthquake hit.
A) shook

B) shaking

C) shaken

D) shakes

27. The new novel __________ very popular ever since it was published.
A) is

B) was

C) had been

D) has been

28. If I __________ Lisa’s phone number, I would call her.
A) know

B) knew

C) known

D) had known

29. I know nothing about this. It doesn’t have __________ to do with me.
A) nothing

B) everything

C) anything

D) things

30. A number of students __________ basketball in the arena.
A) plays

B) playing

C) is playing

D) are playing

III. Cloze: Choose the best word for each blank to complete the article.
There are many ___31____ that tell someone is lying. Actually, the fairy tale
“Pinocchio” is closer to reality ____32____ one might think. People’s noses get
bigger when they lie ____33____ more blood goes to the nose. You can pay
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attention ____34____ changes in that person’s voice as well. If the pitch becomes
higher, it is possible that the speaker is lying. The ____35____ is to watch people
closely and follow their mental processes.

31. A) signs

B) stories

C) tales

D) legends

32. A) than

B) for

C) then

D) because

33. A) course

B) because of

C) of course

D) because

34. A) to

B) in

C) for

D) at

35. A) skill

B) advance

C) secret

D) power

IV. Reading comprehension: Choose T(true) or F (false) for each statement.
One day when Zhuang-Zi was fishing, two officials sent by the King of Chu
came to him. They said that the king would like to invite Zhuang-zi to work for the
administration. Keeping on fishing without looking at them, Zhuang-Zi said, “I‘ve
heard that in Chu there is a sacred tortoise which died at the age of 3000 and which
the king keeps in a box on the altar in a temple. Do you think that the tortoise would
rather be dead and honored in the temple, or be alive and roaming in the mud?” The
two officials replied, “Of course it’d rather be alive and roaming in the mud.” There
Zhuang-Zi continued, “You may go now. I’d rather roam in the mud, too.”

36. The two officials believed that the tortoise would love to be honored in the temple.

37. The tortoise in the temple was still alive but could not move freely.

38. Zhunag-Zi used the analogy of the tortoise to show what he thought.

39. Zhuang-Zi liked to roam in the mud more than to fish.

40. Zhuang-Zi finally rejected the offer from the king of Chu.
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V. Translation:
41. Buddhism is one of the important religions in the world.

42. First of all, students can learn to observe their surroundings closely.
43. 我想就讀法鼓文理學院。
44. 昨天晚上我有點緊張，所以睡不著。
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41. __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

42. __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

43. __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

44. __________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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